The purpose of the article is to discover the role of judicial interpretation of legal norms in dispute resolution based on the concept of opportunity costs, as well as to establish the existence of "competition" of Russian commercial courts.
If the category "competition of jurisdictions"
(it is widely known that large corporations prefer to structure mergers and acquisitions transactions following English, but not Russian law) has long become a part of business practice and legal doctrine, the notion of the "competition" of courts requires clarification.
The author of the present article sees "competition" of courts as a rivalry between legal opinions (approaches) of specific judicial bodies arising as a result of interpretation of the norms of different branches of Russian legislation by courts when considering disputes. However, the fact that judges do not aim to such rivalry in the process of justice administration should be taken into account. Such "competition" of courts arises due to the established (consistent) or formed, as a result of the interpretation of the norms of law, judicial practice in a specific commercial court (first instance court, the court of appeal or commercial court of a district).
Along with the practical inapplicability of the institute for judge rejection in Russia, an important role in the "competition" of courts is played by judicial interpretation which is reflected in judicial acts containing certain legal proposition (approaches).
In Russian legal thought, interpretation is a set of techniques used to understand and clarify legal norms.
The norms of law need interpretation, firstly, because of their practical importance and, secondly, because of law provision According to the opinion of the author of the present article, the choice of jurisdiction by entrepreneurs can be explained by the opportunity costs theory.
Opportunity Costs Theory
The concept of opportunity costs was first The opportunity costs theory is inextricably linked to the decision-making process.
Opportunity costs exist in the case when it is necessary to choose one out of two or more All the above-mentioned legally significant procedural actions are aimed at making balanced decisions by the entrepreneurs taking into account opportunity costs.
Conclusion
The opportunity costs theory gave an opportunity to demonstrate the economic essence of entrepreneurs' behavior when choosing jurisdiction, as well as to reveal the existence of "competition" between commercial courts of Russia. In this regard, the author of the present article makes a conclusion about practical applicability and relevance of the method of economic analysis of law. The courts of the subjects of the Russian Federation operate in Russia as well. Ibid., p. 10.
